Applications are open and will be accepted on a rolling basis until November 20 at 5 p.m. ET.

The Solutions Journalism Network is seeking applications for its LEDE (Leverage, Engage, Develop, Educate) Solutions Journalism fellowships available to emerging and established journalists.

You can watch a replay of the webinar on the Solutions Journalism Network’s website.

As part of its first Day of Action initiative, the Solutions Journalism Network hosted a webinar that had more than 300 attendees to ask questions.

The session featured speakers from Illinois Public Media/WILL who shared lessons learned from their engagement efforts around election. The 21st, a daily journalism talk show that engages audiences on a variety of topics.

Q: What advice do you have for stations who want to do similar engagement with their communities?

Q: What have been some of your most popular questions in terms of engagement?

WILL decided to use it for its community engagement efforts around the election. We started our Text The 21st initiative using GroundSource in late May of this year. We air and people have emailed us to ask questions.

We're working on a new initiative with the website www.americaamplified.org. The simple site was created for election anxiety and offers activities in these areas: Affirmations for Stress; Calmed Nerves Activity; and Catastrophizing Tools. There are tips like how to mute triggering words on Twitter. The election results may even have power at their houses.

Election, we wanted to get a better feel for what listeners were seeing in their areas and how they were feeling. We decided to test the power of voicemails as a tool of engagement. While we also received lots of email responses, we've received nearly 60 voicemails from across the region for our first episode.

Here are just a few examples:
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